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CONCEPT: Biodiversity 

 

1 - BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPT 

There is a rich variety of elements of the ecosystem. Each of them has its own 

special qualities, a place and a role on the Earth. The differences between the 

living species around us are evident, even if pupils and ourselves do not 

always understand the importance of the coexistence of such diversity.  

 

Transmitting Biodiversity could be done starting from the Big Ben and how life 

began from that unique “element” exploded. In this way, it could be better 

understood that each element is part of the same evolutionary history and is 

connected and complementary to the others. 

 

Each element with its own special qualities, a place and a role on Earth. To 

understand the role is to begin to understand and appreciate sciences. 

 

 

2 - Activities of the LivingStem project that may be 

related to this concept 

This concept is strictly linked to the “Spider Web of Biodiversity” Activity, a 

resource of the project Gamification System. It is also connected to the “Ideal 

Kitchen garden game” and to the “Ideal menu game” just considering the 

variety of plants that can compose a garden (even in a box) and the variety of 

food that can be present in a menu.  

 

With reference to “Ideal Kitchen garden game”, it is important to underline how 

important is to have different kind of plants in an ideal garden, how the plants 

can even support each other (see also the deck of cards or the activity 
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“Permaculture and Biology”) in consideration of their different role in the 

ecosystem. 

 

Concerning the “Ideal menu game” the different nutritional aspects of each 

food concur to the growth of a person and a good nutrition is always linked to a 

varied and balanced diet: diversify your diet to grow well! 

 

 

3 - Methodology proposal for the implementation 

of the activity described above  

Students just explaining what happened during the «Spider Web of 

Biodiversity» activity can exchange information about the concept of 

biodiversity. They can refer if they experienced staying in a circle connected by 

the thread passed from one to the other and with the ball, representing the 

Earth, placed in the center of the web formed by the threads. What does it 

mean? Why have they formed a web? it's time to explain what it is.  

 

They can prepare again the same scenography or just tell if they experienced 

to represent, for instance, a vegetable, or a 4-legged animal, another the air, 

another the soil, another a bird, and explain how those elements are 

connected. The student can then after this, talk about the effect of a negative 

event such as industrial discharges into the water: at least three elements of 

the web, besides the water itself, would be affected: the vegetable, the animal 

and the soil. If they prepared the scenography, this will be visually represented 

by leaving the web or crouching... the effect must be to drop the ball... the 

whole earth is affected!   

 

It will be interesting if the storyteller then makes a question: what the effects on 

the planet are if all the students go to school by car or if they left the water 

running when brushing their teeth, slowly the air would become polluted (first 

case) and the water available would decrease (second case) and this too 

would affect the elements of the web! the Earth/ball would falter. We are all 
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connected, each element must be safeguarded in its uniqueness, we need 

each other. 

 

The last phase of the “Ideal Kitchen garden game” is the development of a 

small garden in a box. The previous phases of the same game should lead to 

the choice of seeds or little plants to cultivate and to the concept of companion 

plants (also looking at the deck of cards). Starting from a garden in a box, 

students can then talk about different plants and how they can help each other 

when placed side by side or even if placed in different layers (polyculture in 

“Permaculture and Biology”). Nature teaches us how diversities can be 

strengths if well-known and valued! 

 

 

4 - Children involvement in the activity 

It will be nice to arrange a scenography, as described, together with the 

teacher who will also discuss with the students about the interactions to be 

underlined in order to be sure about the knowledge acquired and to be 

transferred. Together with the teacher it will also be necessary to organize the 

simulation of the Earth maintained by the web and how to make it fall or falter. 

 

When a little garden is grown (linked to the “Ideal kitchen garden game” of the 

“Permaculture and Biology” activity), each student can read directly from the 

appropriate card the characteristics of that plants present in the garden 

emphasizing their interactions! 

 

For both the suggestions, the teacher will have formerly selected the storyteller 

among the volunteers of the class. It is also necessary to arrange a sort of 

story board together with the students: the sentences to say and the shots to 

show. The teacher will then give the ok for starting the recording.  
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5 - Links between this concept and science 

(STEAM) and permaculture 

The concept is related to: 

● on the one hand, basic Permaculture principle →  Earth care, balanced 

ecosystems, use & value diversity, companion plants, polyculture...  

● on the other hand, science → Biology, ecology, seeds, plants...  

 

 


